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6 7

This is me, and you, and you.



8 9

This is where we live.

This 
is where we 
catch falling 
leaves that dance 
their way down.



10 11

And the roof we climb to look for shooting stars.

10 11



12 13

Here is where we play with friends,

and remember old ones, too.



14 15

Here is where we get along...

...mostly.



16 17

But we always make up.

Sometimes, I think that we are very similar.



18 19

Other times, I 
think that we are 

very different.



20 21

This is where we grew up.

And this is where we will say goodbye.



22 23



24 25

What will it be like playing games, 
watching the stars, or catching leaves, 

if it’s not together?



26 27

Here  is a box filled with the things that we share.

Even when we are apart, we will know that we have them.



28 29

And there are still so many new memories to make.

Me, and you, and you.
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i have many 
questions.

do you?



why is the sun hot?



where does

fly poop go?





who invented

fighter jets?
can i be an astronaut?



why do people exist?

why does life exist?

why do i exist?



do you want to be friends?
do you want to be friends?



                                 what’s the longest 
   

   
    

    
   p

iec
e of string?



what
is the
world’s
biggest
rocket?

     
               can i be an astronaut?



whydowordsexist?



                 why do   flowers                bloom?



why is the 
night black?

how many 
stars are in 
the sky?

how may 
stars are in 
the sky?



i don’t have 
many answers.

do you?
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